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Nubia is a vast land ÿ not a separate nationÿ but a

region°  Some of itie in the Sudan, some in E&ypto

The life of Nubia has always clustered along the Nile

or ranged out on its broad watersÿ

(MUSIC)

The life of Nubia was ancient when Athens was youngÿ

before Rome eÿstedo

Nubiÿ has been called a three-hundred.-.ÿ.ile long; open

air  PÿUÿ oum ÿ

These temples and monmÿents and the art they contain

are not only among the oldestÿ but also the most

splendid examples of manÿs belief in his relationship

with an eternal and divine lifeo

It would be hard to find anyone who would ÿ&ifully

destroy the treasures of Nubia°

But mankind insists on something called progressÿ  This

is the Aswan High Dmno  It will open up thousands of

acres for farming, and will supply iO billion kilowatt

hours, per yearÿ  It will also back up an artificial lake

which will bury most of ancient Nubia under 190 feet of

war eÿÿ

The people of Nubia already have been moved to new

homes and new lives far from the banks of the  Nileÿ



PHILAE UNDER WATER

KALABSHA

FERTARI   TEIÿIPLE

ON ROW OF STATUARY

GREAT TEMPLE

NUBIAN FRIEZE

Since early in this centuryÿ when first Aswan Dam was com-

pleted the old temples on the island o£ Philae have been

under water much of the year°  When it became apparent

that those and all the rest of the Nubian monuments would

be lost foreverÿ UNESCOÿ the United Hÿk.ions Educationalÿ

Scientific and Cultural Organizationÿ broadcast a worldÿ

wide appeal to save themÿ

A]ÿost all of the temples of Nubia hÿ,vÿ been savedÿ

Even I(alabsha ÿ the size of Notre Dsÿe ÿo has been

moved to higher grom-ldo

But Abu Simbel we, s a special case°  Here we see the

smalÿ.er temple of Ramsseav Queenÿ Nÿ,.ferÿaÿ.ÿio  Abu

Simbel comprises two rock-carved temples built by

Rameses the Second°   (MUSIC)

Abu Simbel has been called the glory of Nubia°  It is

the most spectacular of all the Nubian monmnents and

is without parallel as an architectural and artistic

achievement in the entire Middle East°

(MUSIC)

The Great Temple of Abu Simbelo  The two temples were

built by Rameses the Second almost 3ÿ300 years ago to

celebrate the glories of his reignÿ which lasted 66 years°

en Rameses came to powerÿ Egypt under the Pharaohs

was already more than 2ÿC00 years c!do  It had conquered

and enslaved the Nubiansÿ developed a vast system of

agriculture along the Nile ÿ built the Pyramids and

developed its arts and sciences°



WAR SCENES When Rameses V rule beganÿ Egypt was facing renewed

threats from its traditional enemiesÿ particularly the

Hittites°

RAMESES  RAMPANT

PULL BACK FROM
NEFERTARI  STATUE

FISHER  SEQUENCE

INTERIOR

GREAT TEMPLE

By the middle of his long reignÿ Rameses the Second

had pushed back all the would-be invadersÿ and had

carried the battle on to the Hittit<ÿs: oÿ,m ÿ,oilo

Rameses was revered as a great heroÿ and Egypt was

able to go om liÿr[ng at peace in hez' golden ageÿ

The great temple is dedicated to %hÿ foremost godsÿ

and to Rameses himself - the King God°

It is one of those quirks o£ history that the great

temole of Abu S:;mbe! was fez, gotten aa< l,<ÿt for more

tha.u a thousand years°  Dr, Henry Fisheÿ is head of

the Dÿpartment of Egyptology at New Y,ÿz,'ki s Metropolitan

Museumÿ and secretary of the US Corÿit4ee to save

Abu Simbel °

SYNCH

Fisherÿ It wasn't until 1813 that the Great
Temple of Abu Simbel was re-discoveredo  John
Lewis Burckhardtÿ a Swiss explorerÿ had just been
visiting the adjacent small temple of Ne£ertaÿi
about wiÿich herd been told by the local Nubians,
and he was about to climb back up the hill the
way that herd come whenÿ for some reason, he was
impelled to look beyond a h11ge drift of sand just
to the south, and there he saw one colossal head,
completely exposedÿ above the surfaceÿ  And from
the scale of that exposed headÿ and the presence
of the tops of two other statues above the sandÿ
he made the reasonable deduction that these were
seated statues sÿd that they gÿ'amlÿd the entrance
to an enormous temple o  By ITÿ$ÿ ÿ,:'aen this picture
was drawn by a Scotsmanÿ Daÿ!d Roberts, several
others had visited the site and a good deal off
the sand had been cleared away°  Back in 1817,
Giovanni Guiseppe Belzoni dug away enough of the
sand to gain entry into the Great Temple°  Later
he drew this remarkably inaccurate but interesting



FISHER SEQUENCE (CONTDo) picture of the temples as he remembered them°
David Roberts, in 1838 gave the world this first
clear view of the interior of the Great Temple,
It is now thought that the damÿged statue lost its
head as a result of an earthquake shortly after
the temple was built,

The construction of the temples of Abu Simbel is
reÿarded as an outstanding ach.:.uv,ÿment in Rameses
lÿdts own timÿ,,  But even in the light of modern
technolcgyÿ it remains a marve-.:  Poth ÿemples are

carved in one piece of solid rockÿ  There is an
inscription at Abu Simbel which says "his majesty
corÿanded the reeking of a temp's fn Nubia by
cutting in the mo,::.ÿtaino  Nave  ....  ,,ÿ..:s the ]-ike done

before except h.,,. the son of Am ÿ'   The son of
Amun was Rames-.s hJÿiselfo  The job wasÿ of course
done by thor.sands of human handu,ÿ  It is impossible
to guÿss ho!ÿ long it took to doo  The facade of the
Great Tempi.ÿ is 108 feet highÿ  Each of the
stataes of ÿ?..ÿme,ÿ:es is over 65 :!Ts,ÿ.t tallo  The
facade of t,hÿ t - ÿ'  ....  "ÿ.ÿ.ÿe is lÿl÷ fee,',.  ;:cÿ and its

fourteen roonm reach back more th<m L'OO feet into
the mountain from which it was carv,:',lo  The
temple was so artfully engineered +.hat tÿ.ÿice

o.;h year; in September and [<ÿar.c,:  4he sunls rays
illuminate the four gods in the re.'<.cÿ  The first
in which the inner sanctuary is fully lighted
was recently deduced to occur on the anniversary
of the King Is Jubileeÿ  Abu Sirabel was a special
case for more than one reason°  it is not only
the most outslanding of the Nubian temples, but
also because ef its enormous size and the fact
that it is earÿÿ from one piece of solid rock
it is the most difficult  to preserve°  Under the
leadership of UNESCO, the wcrld was warned of the
danger to the Nubian tempkes as early as 1959 o
Goverrnnents and individuals contributed millions of
dollars and informed ideÿs began to pour in,  It
was obvious from the first that the greatest
amount of money was going to have to be spent on
Abu Sÿnbel and it was on Abu Simbelÿ accordingly,
that the greatest amount of thought was focussed°
The first plan to be proposed ÿ in 1961 ÿ called
for the construction of an enormous cofferdam
that would encircle the entire siteÿ  This ideaÿ     '-.
researched by French eÿ.,ginee:sÿ hÿ,J the great
advantage of leavin.ÿ the temp.ÿ,-ÿ.s mÿdisturbedÿ
The initial cost was prohibit±ÿeÿ however
above 60 million dollars ÿ to say nothing of the
maintenance expense of nearly 400 thousand a year°



FZS} R SEQUENCE (CONTDo) The next serious schemeÿ in 1962ÿ was on Italian
one°  Giant hydraulic jacks would lift the
temples 200 feet in the air where they would
remain supported by columns of reinforced concrete°
This was a conception bold enough ÿo have appealed
to Rameses himÿelfÿ  It was abandoned, howeverÿ on
the basis of eostÿ 80 rmillion d<llars, that is to
say the total of all the funds !iEESCO had raised
for the whole Nubian campaign w.>u<.d have bad to be
spent on Abu SJ robe i alone o

Another idea was to raise both temples by means
of giant pontoonsÿ  but the idea that was finally
accepted was a Swedish one ÿ pvopocÿed in 1963o  This
changes Abu Simbel from what i'.: t,ÿ.,..3 - a rock-cut

temple - into ÿwo temples  diÿ.'. ÿted and rebuilt
block by blod<ÿ  Before the diÿ-,,:<ect!on could be
begur, several prelÿninary measures had to be

taken o

The mountain above has been cleared away°  Three
hÿmdred th<,usa1ÿd tons of ito  L...ÿrinÿ a thickness
of one and a half feet of the or$ gi)ÿl rock as
walls and ceilLug,  That's the dark grey strip
here°  During all this work the ::.ÿt[re structure
wÿ.s supported from underneath bÿi :ÿ<eel beams°  The
black strip on top shows the lin<ÿ  ÿf concrete
reinforcement that will be applied when the blcckÿ
of the temple are reassembled at the new siteÿ

Once the inner cbambers had been reinforced and
the overburden of rock removed, the job of cutting
and moving the temples themselves could proceed€
This project ÿ[LII move the temples 200 feet above
and 200 yardÿ.behind the location they previously
occupiedÿ  The two temples will face exactly
as they were before so that the sunÿ during two
months of the year, will still shine into the
innermost chambers°  The cliffs, from which the
two temples were carvedÿ will be reconstructed so
as to restore to Abu Simbel the location that
it has enjoyed for 3,300 years°

WORK  AT  COFFERDAM NARRATOR V°Oÿ :

The 36 million dollar rescue effort at Abu Simbel

didn't get started until 1964.  By thenÿ extraordinary

measures had to be taken because in May of that year the

Aswan High Dam was partially closed, and the upper

waters of the Nile began slowsly to rise°



BOAT AND COFFERDAM

MEN WORKING

MS ENTRY TUBE

INTERIOR  SCAFFOLDING

LS  PAN  TO  TOP  OF  FACADE

STILLS SEQUENCE

LS ZOOMJTO FACADE COVERED  ÿen Jacob Burckhardt found Abu Siÿbel in 1813 it

was not so completely covered as this°

WORK BEHIND FACADE         In 1965 three hundred thousand tons of rock were cut

(NOISE IN BACKGROUN7) ÿ- AT DAM SITE)

NARRATOR Vo Co .ÿ

it became necessary to build a temporary eofferda,ÿ

75 feet higher than the old level of the Nileo  This

temporary barrier would itself be undÿ.rwater by

January 1967; but well before then the entire job

of removal weÿd have to be firÿished.

By autumn 1964ÿ the work at Abu Simb.ÿL was
\

threatened by a na'tural drama°  The iÿile flood was

lasting longer and rising higher than usualÿ and the

international crew of the joint venture had to work

day sÿnd night to build the cofferdam in b_meÿ

A stool tube was built to provide an ent.vanee to the

Great Temple when later the entire fats.de would be

covered with tons of sand

The interiors of both temples were braced with steel

Scaffolding to withstand the strain once the

mountain of rock above was stripped away, and to hold

the temples while they were being cut apartÿ

(BACmROUND NOISE)

Before the rock above and behind the facade could

be removed the towering statues in front of Abu Simbel

had to be covered with sandÿ                            "\ÿ"ÿ...

(BACKGROUND NOISE)



wom  BEHIND mCl D 
(CONTm)

away behind the facade arJ above the ceiling of the

Great Templeÿ

NUMBER ON STONE

SAWING

LUCANO

ISKANDER  ON  CAMERA

ISKANDER

Each block of stone to be removed was given an

identification number o

It was all soft stone and it had to be treated so

that edges and eornÿrs wouldn't break or ch',pÿ

Dro Iskander of the UAR Department of Antiquities.°°

l,ÿkander:  The contractor has included lots of
foreign nations,  For exampÿ e ÿ the Oerman
peopL: - Sweÿiish people ÿ ÿ.ÿ'ench peep2e - Italian
people arAÿ ÿgyptianÿ and these are the main but
there may bÿ other nationalities,,  lÿd they are
all living ÿo',',w h.ÿre and co-.ope.-"ÿ;hlng J u the

work - pulling tcgetherÿ and tbA,ÿ affords a good
ex,ample of %he great co-operation between all
ations to continue and execute a veÿ.y important

pr ÿ,j ect o

(FOREIGN  VOICES  -  BACI(GROUND  NOISE)

NARRATOR V.O. :

Summerÿ 1965.  Engineer Lucano,ÿ an. Italianÿ was in

charge of the delicate job of cutting through the

remaining rock of the ceilings and wallsÿ

SYNC H:

Luÿcano: The first room of big temple; room
number one it's calledÿ and famouÿs for big
colossus - this big colossus sculptured of
natural rock°  Now here we are working - cutting
or letTs say chiselling small slots in the ceiling
in order to prepare the final cutting° In factÿ
as you knowÿ we have to cut some blocks  of 80
ceÿtimetres of thiclÿlessÿ aÿ:,i for the room
we must prepare a small cut fre.,n this sideÿ you
know there are two kinds again. ÿen we start to
rip out for the final cut°  D1ÿ_ding the pieces
of blocks - the blocks will probably be 20 tons
more or less.  It Ts not a question of the difficulty .
the workÿ all the work is done - the difficulty is
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LUCANO ON CAMERA (CONTDÿ) deriving only from the fact that we have to do
qÿlite a delicate work - we are working like
I don't know how to say the English name
like the people that is working on some watchesÿ

and. the people must work very- carefully and ÿo
we cannot damage anything hereÿ

MS  WORKER  WITH  CLOTH NARRATOR VoOo :

TWO MEN SHOUTING

MONTAGE; SHOWII\D HOME LIFE;
SHOPPIkEÿ SCHOOLINGÿ IN
VARIOUS ÿNGUAGES

FACE  STILL  SEQUENCE

STILL  SEQÿNCE  HILL  TOP

STONE  SWINGING   IN  ÿR

KRAMÿ ON CAMERA

Many of the carved walls were co,:.ÿe]"ed with layers of

cloth and plastic for protectiouÿ

(RIVETERS  IN  BACI(GROUND)

.'J.'h-s international staff at Abu Sjmbel had to

improvise their accustomed ways of lifeÿ  ÿgineer

Iÿamerÿ Swed.3:

,ÿ7 \T/'TTT n

.Kvÿameÿ: ooÿ not go bhereÿ  Ny v;u,_,ÿ tried to
teach our boy and also our gir!,, but it's
difficult o

SYNC H SOUND IN VARIOUS LANGUACESÿ INTERVIEW

WITH BACHELORÿ ETC o

NARRATOR Vÿ,Oÿ

Summer of 1965o  The first 30ÿtcn piece of

facade of the Great Temple was swinging away to

safety°

By the spring oÿ 1966 it was finally time for the

huge images of Rameses II to go o

MUSIC

All of Abu Sÿmbelÿ cut apart and reduced to huge

blocl<sÿ was stored at the top of the rockÿ near where

the temples were to be put together again; even in

scattered pieces Abu Simbel retained its dignity

and beauty ÿ ÿ

MUSIC
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STILL S QU NCE HILL TOI 
(COmbo)

MAÿU

MAHEU Vo Oo ÿ    -.

Everywhere I go the government and the ooo

NARRATOR Vo O• ._ ÿ

Rene Maheu is Director General of UNESCO ÿo o

SYNCÿ:

Maheuÿ.  heads ooo whom I meetÿ the first thing
they talk to me in the developing countries is
their cultDral monÿmentsÿ their ÿi[tural wealthÿ
and they want UÿSC) to help.ÿanl ÿhcy telkl meÿ
w:<llÿ you have o..<te so much so "ÿ.:,ÿ']i in Nabia that
surely nÿw with yoÿ magic wau-,.ÿ, you cerbaiÿly
can help with. cur problems°  I wo<dd give you
several examplesÿ  Mexicoÿ of aouJÿ':ÿ'e; has so much
to preserveÿ  Peruÿ with the oÿ,] ?k:ca citiesÿ I
w:ÿs there tb:<-:e months ago in ]':ÿ:,]ÿsÿ,an,, snd the

first thing that ÿhe Prssiden% of i,he Republic
mentioned ÿ5o ;_ÿe: it was not e6.ucaticnÿ it was not
SCla}]'°,:ÿ° it W'ÿ.S not deve].op,ÿl,ÿaA..ÿ it W,e,S :q(ÿb

technc.loÿ<.ÿ it wa,ÿ Mohan Sodarÿh o o o it was the
presmÿvatiou of an old city ÿiqich dates back to
2ÿ000 years ÿ:',Cÿ mid which has rotk.ing to do with
prese.ut Pak!.wbanÿ. aud he saldÿ .W,c 'ÿ.ÿ',=".,:iÿ to

protect thick(not for us- it happens 'ÿ:o be in our
berritoryÿ but we didn't build it, ÷:d in a sense
i+..ioesn't belong to us, except ;/ÿ' it is legally
,iihin our territory) but it be!o,-,,:;ÿ to mankind

and we feel that we must protect :,:ÿ far mÿukindo t
Nowÿ all over the worldÿ you have this problemÿ
and what is so interesting and encouraging  is
that gradually the concept of a trusteeship_ is
being developedÿ and therefore we may establish
a new concept '[;hat there are some sacred places
in the world wb.:; ch belong to all of usÿ and
which all of uÿi must preserve and to which all of
us must have access°

(msm)

CLOSING SCFAÿ NARRATOR V o 0 o :

en next one visits Abu Simbelÿ the Great Temple

will again look like this°  If nature and mankind

allowÿ Abu Simbel may remain another 3ÿ300 years ÿ

( us:z)

CLOSING CREDITS


